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 When we consolidated our Sunday services a couple of years back, it had not only a number of 
intended consequences but also some unintended ones.  One of the latter was that the passage most 
commonly read in our assemblies ceased to be read at all.  I refer, of course, to 1 Corinthians 11:23-26.  I 
would estimate that a majority of the time that a passage was read at the Lord’s table, it was this text. 
 Since 2012, though, I’ve been responsible for selecting that text, and even though I’ve gone all kinds 
of other places, I have yet to use 1 Corinthians 11:23-26, probably because I felt like most of us had it 
memorized anyway.  Let’s change that up.  Let’s see what Paul has to say about eating the Lord’s Supper. 
 
 This text begins with Paul’s identification of PROBLEMS IN CORINTH.  Let’s look here at 1 
Corinthians 11:17-22.  Paul mentions three here that he is particularly upset about.  First, Paul repeats one of 
his main objections to the Corinthians’ behavior.  Rather than being united in Christ, they divided into 
factions, each one of which claimed to be morally superior.  Second, those factions led them to pervert the 
Lord’s Supper.  The Lord’s Supper was supposed to be a symbol of unity, eaten together, but instead, it 
became a symbol of exclusion, as some Christians feasted while others remained hungry.  This difference 
emphasized not just doctrinal but class division, as the poor were embarrassed by their lack of provisions. 
 From this, we can determine a great deal about God’s original intent for the Lord’s Supper and 
indeed the church.  First, it demonstrates that God wants us to be one.  Within this congregation, there can 
be no “us” and “them”, only an “us”, and if we sense divisions arising in the body, we must not rest until 
those divisions have been healed.  Second, it shows that the Lord’s Supper is not only a sign of our unity with 
Christ, but also a sign of our unity with one another.  In theory, we could all eat of the Lord’s Supper in our 
homes with our Sunday morning breakfasts.  However, that’s not the way God set it up.  Instead, He expects 
us to eat it together, so that in the language of 1 Corinthians 10, we show that we are one body by eating one 
bread.  Third, it shows that our eating together isn’t to be a material meal at all.  The Corinthians had houses 
to eat and drink in, and we do too.  The Lord’s Supper is for the sustenance of the spirit, not the flesh. 
 After describing these abuses, Paul spends the next two sections describing the right uses of the 
Lord’s Supper.  The first of these is REMEMBERING JESUS.  This is the point of 1 Corinthians 11:23-
26.  Chronologically, this is our earliest account of what Jesus said on the night of His betrayal and probably 
the single earliest quotation of His words, period.  It identifies what Jesus wants the Lord’s Supper to mean to 
us.  When we eat the bread, it is to remind us of His body, which He offered on the cross for us.  This 
language is rich in symbolism.  Biblically speaking, the body of the Lord isn’t merely His physical form.  
Instead, the church is also His body.  We might say, in fact, that He surrendered His earthly body so that we 
could become His spiritual body.  The bread, then, is an emblem not just of His flesh, but of the unity of His 
church with Him, that through the death of Christ, we are united with one another and with God. 
 Second, in the cup, we are to see the new covenant in His blood.  This language might be even more 
fraught with meaning than the concept of the bread as His body.  There are whole chapters in the book of 
Hebrews dedicated to explaining what it means that the blood of Christ inaugurated a new covenant.  The 
Cliff Notes, though, is this:  The blood of Jesus seals the bargain between us and God.  We are sprinkled with 
that blood when we are baptized, and from that point on, the blood of Jesus is always saying one of two 
things about us.  First, it could be speaking well of us as God’s faithful children.  Second, it could be 
condemning us as willful sinners who have not kept faith with our promise to serve Him.  Every time we eat 
the bread and drink the cup, then, we remember and celebrate what Jesus has done for us. 
 Next, Paul calls us not only to remembrance but also to SELF-EXAMINATION.  Let’s read 1 
Corinthians 11:27-32.  As Paul makes clear, partaking of the Lord’s Supper is no laughing matter.  It is a 
solemn memorial of His death, and if we share in the Lord’s Supper in a corrupt or thoughtless fashion, we 
bring condemnation on ourselves.  The Corinthians were both thoughtless and wicked, so Paul had to 
intervene before they doomed themselves.  Today, we can’t expect a fresh apostolic warning.  We have to 
take care for ourselves and our own hearts.  The Lord’s Supper is supposed to be a time for us to evaluate 



our relationship with one another and our relationship with God in the context of the cross.  Jesus died to 
give us life and hope, and we must ask in deadly earnest whether we’re living the life of the redeemed. 
 Finally, we come to PAUL’S CONCLUSION about the practice of the Lord’s Supper.  Look at 1 
Corinthians 11:33-34.  In this, Paul gives two commands.  First, he urges the Corinthians to wait for one 
another so that they can partake together.  Among other things, this text calls us to consider whether it is 
appropriate for the Lord’s people to offer a second serving of the Lord’s Supper on Sunday evenings.  It’s not 
my place to condemn those who accept and practice it, but because of this passage, I cannot do so myself.  I 
sympathize with the desire of brethren to partake on every first day of the week, even if they can’t be present 
for a morning assembly, but I fear that doing so puts more emphasis on the timing of the Lord’s Supper than 
on its purpose.  Repeatedly, Paul emphasizes in this context that the Lord’s Supper is to be eaten together.  
Our eating the Lord’s Supper together, like our singing together, is a powerful symbol of our unity in Christ, 
and if one member eats the Lord’s Supper by himself during a second serving, the symbolic meaning is lost.   

Also, to paraphrase Jesus, we need to remember that the Lord’s Supper was made for man, not man 
for the Lord’s Supper.  If circumstances prevent us from sharing in it with our brethren, God understands 
that, just like He understands when ill health prevents a brother or sister from assembling.  Our responsibility 
is to make sure that whenever we do partake, we do so mindfully and in full assurance of faith.   

Second, Paul reminds us that the kingdom of God is not eating and drinking.  We don’t assemble for 
the purpose of sharing a common meal.  We’re supposed to eat at home instead, and if we make our time 
together about filling our bellies instead of filling our souls, we have strayed from God’s purposes. 

With all of these things in mind, let’s now partake of the Lord’s Supper. 
 

* * * 
 

Well, it’s that special time of year again.  Spring is springing, even the massive piles of snow in the 
mall parking lots have melted, and it is the anniversary of my arrival in Joliet.  As of this week, I have been 
preaching for this congregation for eight years.  I haven’t gotten mad and left, and y’all haven’t run me off, so 
I guess so far, so good!  More seriously, this also means that it’s time to do my customary evaluation of where 
we are as a church.  This morning, let’s engage in looking forward and looking back for the year 2014. 
 
Good Things 
 Let’s start off by talking about the good things that are going on here.  Actually, though, saying that is 
kind of misleading.  As you know, when I see some problem with the way that the Joliet church is acting, I’m 
not at all shy about calling attention to it from the pulpit.  Right now, though, I don’t see anything happening 
that I don’t like.  Given our circumstances and limitations, we’re headed in the right direction. 
 In particular, I think this church ought to be commended for the HARD WORK that we’ve done 
for the Lord over the past year.  Look at Romans 16:12.  God loves it when His people have a mind to work.  
Throughout the year, a number of the members here have been engaged in individual good works, 
particularly in helping the poor, and that certainly merits notice and praise.  It has been equally true of our 
work as a church.  In addition to the usual round of teaching Bible classes and serving in the assembly, we’ve 
particularly needed help from the brethren for our youth day, and, above all, our vacation Bible school.   

To be honest, when Josh suggested that we start a VBS last year, I was worried that we wouldn’t see 
the commitment we needed to be successful.  I could not have been more wrong.  The brethren here 
exceeded my wildest expectations in the time and effort they invested, and even in bringing in their friends 
from the community to be a part of it.  That was outstanding!  We did a great job, but I know we can do an 
even better job this year.  Let’s each ask what we can do to help, both with VBS and with the work generally. 

Second, I feel obliged to talk about the great job we’re doing in WELCOMING OTHERS.  In this 
regard, let’s turn to a Scripture that has become quite familiar recently:  Ephesians 5:15-16.  As you know, a 
couple of months ago, I started putting this passage at the beginning and end of my slide presentations as a 
reminder to the brethren here to redeem the time immediately after services by talking to visitors. 

Here too, the effort that the members of this congregation have been putting out has exceeded my 
wildest expectations.  After services, I always try to pay attention to who is talking to whom, and there has 
been a night-and-day difference since we started working on this.  Members I never thought would care about 



this have been making a special effort to welcome visitors.  I’ve seen Christians here elbow their way all 
across the auditorium to make sure they caught a visitor before he left.  Others are paying particular attention 
to members here who otherwise might have slipped through the cracks.  Six months ago, it might have been 
easy for someone to leave our assembly without being welcomed.  Now, it’s almost impossible. 

Friends, the positive impact of this almost cannot be overstated.  It doesn’t matter how good the 
preaching is; it doesn’t matter how good the singing is.  Nobody is going to start worshiping with us if they 
can’t see that we love them, and if our current members don’t feel loved, they’re going to go elsewhere.  
Recently, we’ve been sending the right message.  Those of you who have been doing this, great job!  Keep it 
up.  If you haven’t, there’s no time like the present to start. 
 This contributes to an overall GOOD SPIRIT that I’ve been noticing in the congregation.  This too 
resembles the way that things were in the first-century church, as we see from texts like Acts 4:32.  As the 
Jerusalem church was, churches today need to be communities too.  We need to identify with the Joliet 
church as a whole and share our lives with its members.  That doesn’t happen simply because we’re all under 
the same roof from 9 to 11:30ish.  Instead, it happens because we make the effort to build relationships. 
 A year or two ago, that wasn’t happening.  If you’ll remember, Josh preached a sermon a little more 
than a year ago in which he identified this church as a grieving church, and one of the symptoms of that grief 
was isolation.  We were behaving less like a body and more like a collection of individuals.  For instance, 
instead of visiting with each other, many of us filed silently out the door as soon as the last Amen was said.   

That too has changed.  These days, I’m locking up the building about 10 or 15 minutes later than I 
used to, and no, it’s not because I’m preaching for 15 minutes longer!  It’s because we’re spending more time 
with one another, enjoying one another’s company.  This seems like a small thing, but it’s critically important 
too.  We’re not supposed to be 75 or 80.  We’re supposed to be one!  It’s great that we are pursuing unity as 
we should.  Let’s invest even more effort in that, both after services and throughout the week. 

Finally, I appreciate all of the SPIRITUAL GROWTH I’ve been seeing out of brethren here over 
the past year.  Of course, we are supposed to be growing spiritually, as Paul points out in Ephesians 4:15.  
However, this is less common in reality than it is in rhetoric.  Members of nearly every church in existence 
will claim that they’re growing spiritually, even if the congregation itself is at death’s door.  Genuine spiritual 
growth is much harder to come by.  In my experience, getting Christians to grow spiritually through 
edification is every bit as hard as getting outsiders to obey the gospel through evangelism. 

Nonetheless, I am convinced that many members of the Joliet church have grown spiritually over the 
past year.  It has been evident in all the things we’ve discussed already, and in many more besides.  For 
instance, I’ve been pleased with the recent trends in Wednesday night attendance.  To some extent, the uptick 
has been masked by illness, bad weather, travel, and the like, but I can tell that several Christians here have 
really been working on being here on Wednesdays.  If that’s you, great!  Keep it up.  If it isn’t, well, we’re not 
about to start turning people away.  Start coming!  You’ll get a lot out of it. 
 
What Next? 
 If indeed things have gone so well this past year, the obvious question is, “What next?”  The obvious 
answer is that we need to keep doing all the good things we’re doing.  In Bible terms, we need to EXCEL 
STILL MORE.  Look at 1 Thessalonians 4:1.  As well as we’re doing in the areas I pointed out in the last 
section, there is still room for improvement in all of them.  If we commit ourselves to improvement, the 
fruits will soon be apparent.  We won’t merely grow spiritually.  We’ll grow numerically as well.   

Four years ago, we had commonly had 115-120 people here on Sunday mornings.  For a variety of 
reasons, we fell off from that.  However, we can be that size again if only we persevere in doing what is right.  
You might ask, “Well, if we’ve been doing so well this past year, how come we aren’t growing already?”  In 
this, we need to distinguish between process, which is our job, and results, which are God’s job.   

It’s like losing weight.  As any of us who have tried to lose weight can testify, process and results 
don’t always line up exactly.  Some days, you work out at the gym for an hour, spend the day eating rabbit 
food and starving to death, drink gallons of water, but get on the scale the next morning and see the same 
number on it.  Other days, you spend the day on the couch eating potato chips and watching a “Downton 
Abbey” marathon, and you lose a pound and a half.  From this, some people conclude that their bodies are 
irrational and hate them and give up on the weight-loss thing entirely. 



That’s the problem with focusing on results instead of process.  We can’t directly alter that number 
on the scale, so if we focus on the weight, we’ll feel out of control and give up.  Instead, it’s much better to 
focus on the things that we can control:  diet, exercise, and other healthy habits.  The victory isn’t when the 
scale registers its approval; it’s when we spend a day doing what we should, and as long as we do what we 
can, the number on the scale will take care of itself.   

The same thing is true in the church.  We can’t control whether others obey the gospel.  We can’t 
control whether they leave or fall away.  All we can control is our own conduct.  If we are constant in loving 
others and glorifying God to them, that’s a victory.  Here too, the numbers will take care of themselves. 

Second, we need to work on DEVELOPING ELDERS.  Paul discusses aspiration to the eldership 
in 1 Timothy 3:1.  As of now, the single biggest problem that the Joliet church has is our lack of elders, and it 
will continue to be our biggest problem until we are able to appoint some.  For now, there’s not much we can 
do about that.  In fact, it’s fair to say that we are currently suffering for previous generations’ failures.  There 
should have been men in this congregation who were able to step up when John and Joe had to step down, 
but there weren’t.  That’s a tragedy, but it is what it is.  We can’t change it. 

We can do our best, though, to make sure that the Joliet church 20 years from now isn’t in the same 
predicament.  By my count, there are more than a dozen men in this congregation who could someday serve 
as elders.  You know who you are.  Let me encourage each one of you to desire the work of an elder, to 
determine that someday you are going to be a shepherd for the Lord’s church. 

This will require three things of you:  First, you must determine to live an irreproachable life.  
Second, you need to be a spiritual leader for your family.  Third, you must learn to look after the flock, to 
become personally involved in the lives of members here who need encouragement and help.  If you devote 
yourself in these three areas, when the call for elders comes, you will be able to answer it. 

Next, I want to say a word to the YOUNG ADULTS in this congregation.  Paul defines the role of 
the young in 1 Timothy 4:12.  Here too, we see a group that has work to do.  We have more than a dozen 
members here who are under 30.  When I subbed for Josh in teaching the young-adult class a couple months 
ago, I quickly figured out that y’all are smart, idealistic, and personally involved in serving God.  That means 
that all of you have a lot of potential, and it’s time to start turning that potential into reality.   

Ironically, I think your biggest obstacle here is the same idealism that is such a virtue.  You see where 
the Bible says that Christians ought to be X, but the Christians around you act like Y instead.  You see older 
Christians who seem more committed to tradition than to the Bible, and who either are apathetic or are 
excited about the wrong things.  You see these things, and you’re tempted to check out and not get involved. 

Believe me; I understand completely!  Ten, fifteen years ago, I was right where you are.  I have had all 
of those conversations about tradition and apathy and being fed up with other Christians.  Ultimately, though, 
I realized that I had a choice to make.  Who was I going to be when I grew up?  Was I going to spend my life 
as a complainer on the margins?  Was I going to leave?  Or was I going to work to make a difference? 

All of you are going to have to make that same choice, and for your sake, the church’s sake, and the 
Lord’s sake, I hope you make the right one.  Put that idealism to work.  Other Christians are like the number 
on the scale.  You can’t directly change them, but you can change yourself and inspire them by your example.  
You think Christians should be more compassionate?  Great!  Do something about it.  Volunteer for a 
worthy cause.  Let me know about it.  I’ll come and help.  You think we’re too tradition-bound?  So do I.  
Let’s talk about it.  Let’s figure out some ways to make this church better.  Be an example.  Look for ways to 
serve other Christians.  Impress them with your determination to glorify God.  You are such a capable group, 
and there is so much that you can do.  The time has come for you to start doing it. 

Finally, for all of us, let’s look for ways to OVERCOME EVIL WITH GOOD.  Paul urges us to 
this in Romans 12:21.  In my recent preaching, it seems that a theme has been the idea of the higher standard.  
The writers of the New Testament call us to this higher standard repeatedly.  As disciples of Christ, we have a 
responsibility to shine with His light, to say and do things that worldly people would never consider.   

This is most challenging when others act to insult or injure us in some way.  We always have the 
temptation to return evil for evil, whether to the jerk boss, the obnoxious family member, or the supposed 
“friend” who proved to be anything but.  What sets us apart, though, is when we return good for evil instead.  
If we’re doing this right, our conduct will be remarkable, and others will remark on it.  They will want to 
know why we don’t live like they do.  Then, we’ll have the opportunity to tell them. 


